KIGER HORSE ASSOCIATION & REGISTRY
DNA PARENTAGE TEST KIT
Sampling is sent to the KHAR Registry office along with
your application for registration. Sample is then forwarded
to Dr. E. Gus Cothran Lab, CVM, VIBS Texas A&M
University for testing.
Please follow these instructions for collection of hair samples for DNA testing carefully.
1. Hair must be freshly pulled so that the root bulb remains attached to the hair shaft. It is the root bulb that contains
the DNA and not the shaft.
2. Pull (do not cut) a minimum of 50 - 60 hairs with root bulbs attached. Grasp hair close to animal's body and pull
firmly. Do not touch root bulbs.
3. Place the hairs on the form below in shaded box and tape the hairs only where indicated with clear plastic tape.
DO NOT tape over the root bulbs.
4. Cut the hair shaft end (NOT ROOT BULB END) so that the hairs are no longer than 3 inches in length.
5. Fold the form in thirds with the attached hair samples so that the hair is on the inside and place in legal (business
size) envelope to be sent as soon as possible with registration application in separate envelope
Name of Owner__________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________
Phone__________________________________ Email__________________________
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE IN CAPITAL LETTERS
Name of Horse Being Tested

Registration #

Breed

Date of Birth

Gender

Sire's Name

Sire's Reg No or other identification

Sire's DNA#

Dam's Name

Dam's RegNo or other identification

Dam's DNA#

By signing this form I hereby certify that the hair samples collected are from the horse described above.

________________________________
Signature of Owner

Place
Root
Bulbs
Here

Clear
Tape
Here

___________________________________
Signature of Authorized Agent

Place rest of hair here.

Mail this completed form to KHAR at: KHAR 777 NE 7th Street, Suite 110, Grants Pass, OR 97526
kigerhorse@gmail.com
Questions? Email
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